Q: Have the “tax caps” resulted in more Franklin
Township home sales?
A: No
Timeline of Franklin Township home sales and home prices:
Compiled by Brett Martin, Indianapolis Appraisal Associates, Inc.
Data Source: MIBOR (Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors)
Macro: in this case refers to nationally
Micro: in this case refers to Franklin Township

2000

2001…# of Sales % change: +8.73%
Macro: September 11th occurs
Micro:

Sales price % change: +2.28%

2002…# of Sales % change: +20.57% Sales price % change: +2.14%
Macro: Policies associated by many economists as creating Housing Bubble are
put in place (less regulation / easy credit creating more demand- remember “go
spend money to stimulate the economy”)
Micro:

2003…# of Sales % change: +14.15%
Macro:
Micro:

Sales price % change: +2.89%

2004…# of Sales % change: +13.97%
Macro:
Micro:

Sales price % change: +2.12%

2005…# of Sales % change: +4.58% Sales price % change: +5.39%
Macro:
Micro: Franklin Township Average Sales Prices peak – Sales growth slows, but
prices rise significantly for the first time.

2006…# of Sales % change: +3.26% Sales price % change: -(.63%)
Macro: National Height of the Credit/Housing Bubble – Nationally, Home Prices
Peak
Micro: Sales growth continue to slow and prices drop for the first time

2007…# of Sales % change: -(6.81%) Sales price % change: -(3.48%)
Macro: Start of credit crisis – “stock market” institutional (banks) investors and
bond traders finally have to admit many are insolvent and start to run for cover.

Mortgage backed securities become illiquid causing the Credit contraction to
begin. i.e. there is less money available to consumers for mortgages
-“The great Recession* of 2008” officially begins December 2007.
Micro: Sales volume declines for the first time- volume and prices drop
substantially

2008…# of Sales % change: - (11.02%) Sales price % change: - (2.18%)
Macro: Credit crisis in full force- Henry Paulson, a President Bush appointee,
orchestrates the TARP bank “bailout” plan
Micro: Tax caps partially phased in (sales rate at parity with 2003-2004) Sales
and price declines accelerate

2009…# of Sales % change: 4.52%
Sales price % change: - (8.57%)
**Includes demand created from popular Federal Homebuyer Tax Credit
Macro: TARP “the bank bailouts”, and the popular Federal Homebuyer Tax
Credit take effect
-“The great Recession* of 2008” officially ends June 2009 after 18
months
Micro: Tax caps in full effect for homeowners (sales rate at parity with 20032004). Sales volume picks up from prior year; prices continue to decline)

2010…# of Sales % change: -(8.20%) Sales price % change: 8%
**Includes demand created from popular Federal Homebuyer Tax Credit
Macro: Median Home Price Decline stabilizes and Rises for the first time
since 2006; year over year volume declines
Micro: Property Tax Caps in full effect (sales rate at parity with 2002-2003)
– 1st School Referendum fails

–

30 students transferred out of district at a revenue cost of -$150,000.

Generalized Correlations / Observations:
The statistical data from the Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors
does not suggest that the “tax cap” implementation increased home sales
within Franklin Township as the sales rate is still declining from “peak bubble
years”.
The short lived sales increase blip in 2009 is attributed to the popular Federal
Homebuyer Tax Credit, lower interest rates, and the official end to “The Great
Recession”…this data suggests that once the Homebuyer Tax Credit expired
and interest rates slowly increased after the end of the recession, the sales
rate did not increase due to lower property taxes and remains at parity with
2002-2003 price levels.

*Definition of Recession per National Bureau of Economic Research:
"a period of falling economic activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few
months, normally visible in real GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and
wholesale-retail sales."

